A cloud-native platform supporting live video production,
streaming and audience engagement; designed for sports
entities, broadcasters and content owners to reduce complexity
during their transition to the cloud and expand the reach of
video content experiences to a global fan base.

MediaKind Engage is the answer to the challenges
content owners and media brands face as the
pace of cloud adoption and Direct-to-Consumer
streaming increases. Engage couples MediaKind’s
rich product set and deep expertise in operating
video and cloud workflows to enable sports
entities, broadcasters, and content owners to
stream bigger, and reliably expand their reach to
a global fan base.

Engage is a cloud-native technology service that acts
as a foundation for modern video workflows. From
live contribution and production through to publishing
and client applications, the solution exposes advanced
workflows leveraging MediaKind’s end-to-end portfolio and
complemented with a select best-of-breed partner solutions.

It will enable sports entities, broadcasters and content owners
to create compelling high-quality video and data services
directly to the consumer or as part of an aggregated service.
Engage provides a broadcast-grade framework for immersive
video experiences and is built on MediaKind’s decades of
experience developing high-quality video solutions.

Direct-to-Consumer market challenges
A handful of the largest and most powerful media companies
are currently redrawing the streaming landscape, leaving the
rest of the industry scrambling to remain relevant. The OTT
market is littered with a myriad of technology players, both
at the streaming layer and on the video platform side. Most
of these players have grown up during the initial explosion
of first-generation solutions, which enabled cost-effective
access to content for fans, and allowed subscription services
to create additional stickiness – but in some instances, at the
expense of consistency of both service and control.

There have been several high-profile outages during major
live event broadcasts through streaming services and until
recently, audiences have accepted that the experience
received with OTT services can be less than perfect, with
access problems, dropouts, delays, and quality issues. To
date, few consumers would pick up a phone or take to social
media platforms to complain. Yet, the accelerating shift to live
streaming has resulted in a change in consumer expectations.
Streaming services must now rise to the occasion, ensuring a
level of technical maturity that they can build on.

Re-defining OTT Service challenges
Engage acts as a foundation for your services, taking care of the core connectivity, processing and service capability - allowing
you more freedom to invest in understanding your audience and leveraging that to create engagement and return real value.
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• Q
 uality of Experience – How do you build a streaming
platform that can offer engaging experiences at scale
to any device, with robustness and a broadcast level
of service?

Service
Reliability

Multi-stream
Management

International
Subscription
Models

• ROI – How do you support a seamless transition
to new business models, increasing the value
of your content through syndication while
optimizing operations and managing multiple
distribution formats?
• Commercialization – How do you grow an intimate
relationship between your brand and fans, increasing
the value whilst creating new monetization
opportunities and turning fans into superfans?

MediaKind Engage solution values
The DTC and streaming landscape is exciting, innovative,
and only just starting to realize its full potential as the potent
combination of technology and content innovation begins to
capture and engage consumers globally. MediaKind Engage

is designed to deliver these extraordinary experiences by
elevating consumers to brand evangelists and optimizing the
monetization potential from the content they love and crave.

• T
 echnology Leadership – MediaKind’s solutions and
services are designed for the highest quality and availability,
achieving reliability at scale with broadcast-grade video.
Engage provides you with a framework to create your
compelling experiences, backed up by industry-leading
video technology.

• C
 ontinuous Improvement – MediaKind embraces modern
Agile and DevOps models and can act as an extension of
your own engineering and product teams with MediaKind’s
core platform and APIs providing the ability to innovate
more rapidly. In addition, innovative additions can be
controlled due to all cloud providers rigorously testing
these deployed services.

• O
 perational Excellence – MediaKind’s service is primed
to work around you – the content owner or broadcaster
– utilizing the power of agile infrastructure to optimize
investment and work to your schedules. The services are
supported by 24/7 operational support, providing you with
the flexibility to choose the level of technical care and
integration your operations teams need.

Engage’s three
core services
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Engage Experience – for fan engagement and client applications
• Ensuring accessibility on any device, anywhere, at the right time.
• Deliver and differentiate your content as part of an aggregated service.
• Be in control and manage your content for your audience, enabling a more personalized experience.
• Deliver the value of your brand to your fans.

Engage Production –
for content acquisition and distribution

Engage Publishing –
for channel origination and streaming

• Capturing

and delivering the best source content
from the event and transporting it reliably and
securely to the cloud.

• Live channel creation.

• Facilitating

production and auto-curation
workflows to maximize content value.
• Enable

clipping and publishing to downstream
platforms - including social.

• Enabling as many high-quality streaming distribution
points as required and reliably reaching fans at scale
wherever they are.
• Addressing the need to regionalize/personalize
the video experience.

These services individually or combined support a broadcast-quality delivery and digital experience at
scale to millions of fans across the globe.

MediaKind Engage solution workflow
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• A
 cquisition: With MediaKind’s high-quality, flexible
solutions at the edge, any live content feeds can be
acquired and ingested into the cloud service provider.
These single or multiple redundant cloud entry points
secure reliable live feeds at the lowest latency and
highest quality for downstream production.

• Global distribution: Use the provided player to embed
into applications or websites, OR access a complete
whitelabel service to design fan-based experiences,
the choice is yours. With pre-validated integrations, the
services can efficiently deliver content at scale through
global CDN partners.

• E
 vent production: The ability to ingest multiple feeds
and deliver event production in the cloud enables remote
workflows to produce any event, reducing the cost and
complexity of having teams and equipment on site.

• Operator sell-through: Enables content owners to
quickly reach a vast global fanbase by leveraging the sales
channels of Multi-Channel Distributors.

• P
 layout: A total playout solution enables additional linear
streams to be curated from live and ‘as-live’ content. A
complete channel can be created with playout included in
the service to drive the event, with graphics, scheduling,
QC, and asset management. The result is a fully-fledged
service that is ready for streaming.
• L
 ive and VOD streaming: Enables delivery of broadcastquality live streams at the highest quality and availability
levels, coupled with low latency. It offers the ability to
synchronize multiple camera angles for the same event
and insert time-synched data for improved user experience
(UX). In addition, the MediaKind service offers the ability to
capture live streams for start-over and live-to-VOD
use cases.

• Event engagement: Integrations that enable live streams
and VOD clips to be published into social channels
directly from the event. This makes extending the reach
consistent and straightforward, regardless of where the
content is consumed.
• Monetization: Pre-integrated solution support for bestof-breed subscriber management and billing platforms.
Built-in support for conditioning your live and VOD
streams, such that alternate content, regionalized streams,
and targeted adverts can be inserted into the streams.
Integrated as part of a broader ecosystem, this increases
the opportunity for maximizing the revenue gained from
delivering the content.

What does this mean for your audience?
• A personalized content experience on any device.
• Ability to share experiences and forge a strong community.
• Simple and reliable access, the experience matches the expectation.
• The ultimate video quality and experience, delivered anywhere, at the right time.

With Engage’s advanced technical capabilities and expertise pre-packaged into a service,
MediaKind is the reliable partner for any content owner with ambitions of deploying a
quality, robust streaming service. The Engage solution enables you to reach large audiences
acquired via direct marketing, leverage Multi-channel Distributor sales channels, and remain
in control of the content and how it is experienced.
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